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Sustainable development / CSR
By making workforce-related, environmental
and ethical issues a central part of its
strategy, the Lagardère group intends
to support the company’s value-creation
efforts along with its sustainable and
inclusive growth. Its commitments in terms
of promoting diversity, access to education
and environmental responsibility are intended
to be performance drivers.
Corporate responsibility
as a performance driver
The Lagardère group’s CSR policy is adapted to developments
in its activities and changes in society, while also putting the
emphasis on its identity and its own values.

It responds to its stakeholders’ growing expectations with regard
to protecting the environment, meaning, diversity and inclusion,
as well as increasing regulatory constraints on a national

and European level concerning non-financial information
and matters relating to ethics, vigilance and compliance.
The three core principles of the Lagardère group’s CSR
Divertimento orchestra, supported by the
Jean-Luc Lagardère Foundation, at the
Philharmonie de Paris with the Hachette
and Hatier choirs, June 2019 (Paris, France).

strategy are:

Placing people at the heart of its strategy, by making attention

to its human resources a priority. To this end, promoting diversity
and gender balance, as well as attracting and retaining

talented staff, are the object of regular action plans across
all Group entities.

Limiting the environmental impact of its products and services.
In addition to common measures across all companies

to combat global warming, the Lagardère group has made
a particular commitment to addressing two issues specific

to its activities: responsible management of paper associated
with its publishing operations and responsibility for the

food chain in connection with its foodservice operations
at transportation hubs.

Sharing the social and cultural diversity of its activities.

By means of the content published and distributed by the Group,
as well as its various partnerships or cultural and charitable

programmes, Lagardère promotes access to education and

knowledge while also defending freedom of expression, a wide
range of ideas and cultural diversity.
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Human resources: responsible and local management
Lagardère has 34,691 employees. It manages its human
resources and relations through a network of local
HR units, enabling it to address the diversity of the
Group’s businesses and locations as effectively as
possible, and through a responsible and well-trained
management team.
The Group ensures that it manages human resources
in a consistent way by creating the frameworks needed
to fulfil its workforce-related obligations:
• determining the basic rules of its workforce-related
commitment through its Code of Conduct which
will be updated in 2020;
• supporting equality between men and women
by signing up to charters and expanding the
Group’s gender balance network;

• combating all forms of discrimination by raising
managers’ awareness regarding decisional
bias linked to stereotypes as well as ongoing
recruitment testing operations;
• pursuing management-employee dialogue in
relation to changes taking place within the Group;
• permanently overseeing working conditions
and relations with employees.
The Group is also securing its future by setting up
the procedures needed to:
• make it more attractive by highlighting the
diversity of its activities and business lines, as well
as making employees responsible on all levels;
• retain talent by means of compensation and
training programmes, as well as encouraging
internal networking.

The LL Network: a laboratory
for equality and social debate
More than 500 Group employees from all business lines joined
the LL Network in 2019 and encourage it to develop its three
main objectives.

Isabelle Juppé

Corporate Social
Responsibility Director,
Lagardère group

Firstly, the reason for creating the network was to promote diversity
and equality between men and women as a way of boosting
creativity and performance. A number of conferences have allowed
for discussion about combating sexism, as well as the role and
place of men within the framework of gender equality. The network
also offered new workshops such as voice coaching or setting up
an academy to learn coding, while also extending its mentoring
programme with more than 40 mentoring pairs put together since
it was launched.
Secondly, networking between divisions has been developed through
“Learn about the business lines” breakfasts, which have allowed a
number of personalities from the Group (such as Sophie de Closets,
CEO of Éditions Fayard and Mélanie Guilldou, Executive Vice-President
Foodservice Global at Lagardère Travel Retail) to discuss their
business lines and their passions with members of the network.
Lastly, this involves playing the role of an ideas laboratory in order
to pass on social changes and share best practices in terms of
millennials’ new ways of working or environmental commitments,
for example.

Social media workshop during
the LL Network annual day,
June 2019 (Paris, France).

www.lagardere.com
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Commitment to environmental responsibility
2019 was characterised by growing awareness

Furthermore, as part of its new PEPS (Planet, Ethics,

by the younger generations. At the same time,

has made a number of commitments concerning

about the climate emergency, spearheaded chiefly
demands have increased with regard to sustainable
and responsible consumption. In order to respond

to these various expectations, the Lagardère group
has stepped up its efforts in activities relating

People, Social) strategy, Lagardère Travel Retail

the environmental responsibility of its sales outlets,
particularly in its foodservice operations.

Lastly, Paris Match, Le Journal du Dimanche and

to publishing and Travel Retail.

Europe 1 have reported on current social and

As well as carrying out carbon footprint assessments

have also committed to a number of environmental

and purchasing paper from certified sources,

Hachette Livre has decided to address the issues

environmental debates, while the Group’s employees
initiatives at their workplaces.

relating to reducing use of plastic.

A network of “Heroes” in order to better
factor in local environmental issues
With its PEPS strategy, Lagardère Travel Retail has set itself
ambitious targets to improve the company’s impact on
the environment and its communities. Because we firmly
believe that the success of this strategy depends on our
employees, their local presence and the diversity of their
viewpoints, we have developed an international network
of “Local Heroes”. True ambassadors of our commitment,
more than 30 employees endeavour to achieve concrete
progress in terms of responsibility across the entire
company by adapting the PEPS strategy to the specific
issues of their market.

Ambroise Fondeur
Chief Business Officer,
Lagardère Travel Retail

The role of these “Local Heroes” is to be a real driving force
in change by activating initiatives aiming to improve our
environmentally-friendly practices. They are also invited
to promote their commitment within the subsidiaries in
order to foster the support of the entire company. Lastly,
an online bank of best practices allows them to provide
information about and assess the impact of their projects.
The motivation of this network – which I have the privilege
of leading – is remarkable. Launched in 2019 with the
support of Lagardère Travel Retail’s Executive Committee,
it has allowed for the emergence of more than 120
initiatives relating to all issues concerning sustainable
development.

www.lagardere-tr.com
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Presentation of the PEPS strategy
during the Lagardère Travel Retail
top managers annual seminar,
June 2019 (Paris-La Défense, France).
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Social and cultural responsibility
The Lagardère group shows its social responsibility
in many ways. These include:

• the corporate philanthropy activities of the

Jean-Luc Lagardère Foundation and charitable
efforts of its entities;

• the Group’s relationships and partnerships
with stakeholders in the wider community;

• the Group’s impact on employment in the various
countries in which it operates;

• relations with its partners and suppliers.

This social responsibility also extends to two key
areas of action.

The first concerns its responsibility as a producer of
cultural content. The aim is to promote access to

education, culture and entertainment, as well as to

defend cultural diversity and a wide range of ideas.
The second relates to the increasingly important role
of digital technology in all of the Group’s activities,
and is expressed through its specific attention to

training employees in this regard, as well as the ethical
issues involved in the development of social media,
big data and artificial intelligence.

Conference on book accessibility for the visually
impaired at the Hachette Livre head office,
February 2020 (Vanves, France).

Making our books digitally accessible:
an ethical obligation
Hachette Livre uses digital technologies to make
its books accessible to people who have difficulty
reading.
Since 2018, “natively accessible” digital versions of
novels or essays published in France have been
available, meaning that they can be used by readers
with a Braille keyboard or the audio transcription
function on a device (smartphone, PC or e-reader).
In order to extend this digital book protocol as widely
as possible, Hachette Livre – with its subsidiaries
Hachette UK and Hachette Book Group – signed up
to the Accessible Books Consortium’s Charter for
Accessible Publishing in 2019.
In addition, initiatives are also emerging within our
publishing houses and helping to enhance the
range of accessible content. In 2019, Hachette UK
partnered with the Royal National Institute of Blind

Sophie Nicolet

Senior Vice-President,
Corporate
Communications,
Hachette Livre

People (RNIB) to make 33,000 educational titles from
its catalogue accessible for free to people who are
blind, partially-sighted or have dyslexia via the RNIB
Bookshare platform.
Lastly, Hachette Romans – which publishes Frenchlanguage young adult literature – signed a partnership
agreement with Mobidys to convert around 30 titles
from its catalogue into FROG format and thereby
make them accessible to dyslexic readers in audio,
digital or print version.

www.hachette.com
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Art workshop at the Centre Pompidou’s
Studio 13/16, supported by the
Jean-Luc Lagardère Foundation
(Paris, France).

2019 key figures
34,691 permanent employees.
75% employees
based outside France.

44% female

executive managers at the Group.

500 members
70%

joined the
LL Network in 2019.

of the Group’s workforce
have employee representation.

More than 87%

of paper bought in 2019 was certified.

30 “Local Heroes”

investing in the rollout of Lagardère Travel Retail’s
PEPS strategy.

50%

Food waste reduction target for Lagardère
Travel Retail’s foodservice outlets by 2025.

16 countries

audited by Lagardère Travel Retail
for food safety and hygiene.

33,000

Hachette UK educational titles accessible
for free via the RNIB Bookshare platform.

80,000 teenagers

received in 10 years at Studio 13/16
at the Centre Pompidou with the support
of the Jean-Luc Lagardère Foundation.

1,000

Hachette UK employees committed to solidarity
actions deducted from their working hours in 2019.
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